
ENERGY LEGENDENERGY LEGEND

overflow tasks - admin/chore time/last minute stuffoverflow tasks - admin/chore time/last minute stuff

white space - take white space - take inin info, no high level work info, no high level work
family/friends/sleep - no tech, just connectfamily/friends/sleep - no tech, just connect

focused energy - no distractions, use this time wisely!focused energy - no distractions, use this time wisely!

Maximize Efficiency with EnergyMaximize Efficiency with Energy
This is where you go with the flow - whatever your NATURAL energy looks like during certain hours ofThis is where you go with the flow - whatever your NATURAL energy looks like during certain hours of
the day.the day.

You don't have to abide by someone else's "perfect morning" or their "unbeatable 4-hour day".You don't have to abide by someone else's "perfect morning" or their "unbeatable 4-hour day".  

Instead, use this worksheet by coloring in the times of the day you're most energetic (pink) and useInstead, use this worksheet by coloring in the times of the day you're most energetic (pink) and use
that time to knock out your focus-intensive projects or energy-necessary tasks. Next, color in the hoursthat time to knock out your focus-intensive projects or energy-necessary tasks. Next, color in the hours
that you'd like to block for family/friends/sleep (gray). Then you can color-code the hours wherethat you'd like to block for family/friends/sleep (gray). Then you can color-code the hours where
you're awake, but not really "high functioning", and allow that to be the time where you take in trainings,you're awake, but not really "high functioning", and allow that to be the time where you take in trainings,
podcasts, audiobooks, mindless chores, etc. Overflow tasks (orange)can get filled in last and if youpodcasts, audiobooks, mindless chores, etc. Overflow tasks (orange)can get filled in last and if you
don't use it? BONUS! Dealer's choice!don't use it? BONUS! Dealer's choice!

You only need to fill this in ONCE since our energy levels don't vary all that much throughout the week.You only need to fill this in ONCE since our energy levels don't vary all that much throughout the week.
But if you find that you've shifted significantly due to medical reasons, weight loss, hormonal shifts, or aBut if you find that you've shifted significantly due to medical reasons, weight loss, hormonal shifts, or a
change in employment schedule, feel free to print this out and do it again.change in employment schedule, feel free to print this out and do it again.

CUSTOMIZE YOURSCUSTOMIZE YOURS  
ON THE NEXT PAGE!ON THE NEXT PAGE!


